Kidder Lecture Slide Deck: Gender 101

Support:

Adult

Trans Lifeline - 877-565-8860
Crisis Text Line* - Text HOME to 741741

Parents and Loved Ones: PFLAG NH

Youth

TrevorLifeline - 1-866-488-7386
TrevorText - Text START to 678-678
Guide to Being an Ally to Trans/Non-binary Youth
Seacoast Outright
GLSEN NH

Domestic Violence/Abuse: NH Coalition Against Domestic/Sexual Violence

Legal Matters: Lambda Legal

Gender Affirming Healthcare: Equality Health Center Dartmouth-Hitchcock Gender Clinic

Gender Affirming Therapy: Nicole Sublette Counseling Services Out of the Woods EMDR
Books

For Youth: Gender Workbook

Beyond the Binary

All Boys Aren’t Blue

Queerly Autistic

Gender Quest

Star-Crossed

For Children:

RED: A CRAYON’S STORY

George

And Tango Makes Three
For Parents:

Parenting Your LGBTQ Teen

Reflective Workbook,

Parents of Trans/Non-binary Children

THIS IS A BOOK FOR PARENTS OF GAY KIDS

Teachers/Clinicians:

THE SOCIAL JUSTICE ADVOCATE’S HANDBOOK: A GUIDE TO GENDER

Safe Isn't Enough

Teaching When the World is on Fire

LGBTQIA+ Counseling

Clinician's Guide to Gender Actualization